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The President’s Bit
As some of you may be aware, we had a recent unwelcome visitor to the wetlands by way of a stolen
4wd, left leaning precariously into the river. The offending vehicle was duly extricated from its watery
grave (I believe it has been written off) and the following weekend remedial work to both our track and
the embankment was carried out. Thanks to those who were involved in this process. I believe our
Editor may have a picture or two later in this issue.
Some recent discussion among friends brought forward the question, what locos are our members
building? We have seen through these pages the progress of Don and Judy Bowyer’s new Garratt,
(any more progress pics Don?) but what else are members working on, I know there’s more out there,
how about sharing folks. 
Not a day goes by that I am not amazed at the work that gets done around the railway. From
construction to track, signals and grounds work, the effort put in by all involved is both immense, and
greatly appreciated. A sign of progress indeed when Mike informs me that we will soon need to
consider permanent signals... Hopefully the next committee meeting will see a new capital
expenditure plan approved to allow us to better plan for and continue the great work that’s already
underway. This will also help us provide the Swan River Trust with the basis for our next maintenance
and project plan, which will be required in the early part of next year.
On the subject of the Trust, a couple of items on this plan will require their approval, and it is intended
to get this in motion fairly soon. These being the replacement of the yard water tank stand, and also
retaining and build up of embankments on the approach end of Stanbridge.
Now for the usual highlights and news...
• The storage bunker for the ballast cars has progressed further with about 80% of the retaining work
completed. Backfilling is being done as brickwork progresses, and we will soon be in a position to
plant something into the resulting embankment to green it up.
• Big thanks to all those involved in the salvage work being carried out on the old footbridge
sections. We’re now almost ready to organize removal and a scrap bin for a general clean out of our
storage racks and buildings.
• Steel has arrived for another 90m of track. This will see the section between Stanbridge and
Ferntree Bridges replaced with new Tee-Rail.
• On rolling stock, we have received a donation from Rheem Australia for an additional two tanks for
the Fire train. These are currently stored in the workshop, and as time permits, new chassis will be
built for one of them, with the other to become part of a new support wagon for this set. This project
longer term may necessitate some alterations to the fire train’s storage siding, but this will be
addressed in due time.
• Last month I mentioned an amendment / addition to the Operational Hand book was to be issued
to cover certain aspects of training drivers. Information received since the recent AALS convention
has slowed this a little as further clarification is sought on a couple of aspects at a national level. It
appears there is a need for change to the AALS Code of Practice. This amendment of our book will
be done, but we need to ensure that we have the necessary back up information to support it.
• As most of you are aware, this coming long weekend is always a busy one for us. With a general
meeting, a Model Railway exhibition, and 2 run days manpower can be stretched thin. If the job is
done well at the Model Railway exhibition, these two run days can be extremely busy as a direct
result. I urge everyone to get involved where you can, many hands really do make light work.
Looking a bit further ahead, attached to this issue should be info relating to an invitational run at the
Northern Districts track in Balcatta. Copies of the registration form will be on the clubroom table for
those who wish to attend, let us not also forget the Sandgroper’s run, which should be on again in
November.
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As a final point, may I take this opportunity to thank those who have offered the condolences on the
recent passing my Grandfather, the last couple of months have not been an easy time for Ken in
particular. This sort of camaraderie is what a club is all about.
Craig Belcher
President, Castledare Miniature Railway

A sneak peak.. 

*************************************************

Plea from Wilson DO
Just a gentle reminder; if you are at the club on the Saturday before the Wilson run day please
remember to leave the road set for the Wilson route (short loop behind the clubrooms).
Also, please ensure that the club locos have sufficient fuel remaining to last for the run day. We have
limited resources on these run days and do not have capacity to go in search of additional fuel.
Your cooperation is appreciated – thank you.
Trish Stuart
Wilson DO

*************************************************
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FROM THE SECRETARY’S DESK
Notes from the last Committee Meeting – these are only a brief summary of some of the items
discussed.
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The foreshore management document required by the SRT has been sent to both City of
Canning and the Christian Bros. for comment and review prior to submission to SRT.
Initial responses received from both organizations and we have now referred this back to
the SRT seeking further clarification of their requirements.
Wagon bunkers are now in place and in use storing the ballast wagon consist – work is
continuing to bring this project to completion as soon as possible.
The matter of trainee / junior drivers was discussed during the recent Easter AALS
convention with no further clarification forthcoming. The Committee has requested the
AALS State Rep [Richard Stuart] to further liaise with the AALS Board and seek
confirmation on this matter.
The footbridge at Niana Station has been closed for the renewal of the uprights, which
have been destroyed by white ants. The Committee is obtaining quotes to outsource this
replacement of the timber upright supports. It is hoped this will not take too long to
finalise and repair the damaged woodwork.
Les Smith has begun the process of numbering all items of rolling stock.
Steel from the old footbridge will be cut up and then disposed of as scrap metal – thanks
to all who assisted in the process of dismantling the bridge.
CMR requested to operate the railway from Wilson Station on WA Day, 2nd June from
11am to 3pm – member’s assistance will be required to make this day successful.
AMRA exhibition in June – Chris Doody is again coordinating the display for CMR – if you
are able to assist him in any way, please make contact with him.
Additional 2 water tanks have been donated to the club by Rheem Australia. These now
need chassis made to carry them and will be a much needed addition to the fire train and
its associated equipment.
Personal lockers currently in the breezeway will be refurbished in the not too distant
future. When the time comes, members will be requested to ensure their locker is both
empty and left unlocked until the work is completed.
Committee is seeking relevant approvals to remove approx. 4 trees from the side of the
track in the yard – between the footbridge and the carriage shed. This may take some
time to arrange following due process, but the roots are damaging the track and this
needs to be rectified.
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DATES FOR THE DIARY:

Please mark these dates in your diary, with a note on the fridge or even in your mobile phone –
whatever works to remind you of what is happening ! !

Sunday
18

Wilson
Station
DO: Trish
Stuart
25

Monday

Tuesday

19

20

26

27

~ May 2014 ~
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

21

22

23

28
Work Day from
9am

29

30
Set up AMRA
display
Claremont

Work Day from
9am

Saturday
24

Work Day
9am
31
Prepare the
railway 9am
AMRA
Exhibition
Claremont
S/Grounds

.

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
1 Public Run 2 Public Run 3
Day Niana
Wilson
Station
Station
DO: David
11am –
Lyons
3pm
Canteen:
Judy &
AMRA
Julie
Exhibition
Claremont
AMRA
Exhibition
Claremont
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

~ June 2014 ~

Wednesday Thursday
4 Work Day 5
From 9am

Wednesday
6

Thursday

Friday
Saturday
6 Committee 7 Work day
Meeting
From 9am
5.30pm

Friday

Saturday

9

10

11 Work Day 12
From 9am

15 Public Run 16
Day
Wilson
Station
DO: Trish
Stuart
22
23

17

18 Work Day 19
From 9am

24

25 Work Day 26
From 9am

8

29

13 Friday
14 Work Day
Night work
From 9am
group
From
4.30pm
20
21 Work Day
From 9am

27

28 Work Day
From 9am

30

WORK DAYS:
As usual, there are always many and varied tasks of routine maintenance to be performed around the
club. Quite a lot is achieved by the Wednesday work crew, but there is always room in the crew for
more to join in. The Saturday major workdays generally have a good turn up of members and a lot
of progress can be made on these days with various projects.
If you are unable to join in on a Wednesday, there is also a small band of members who are regularly
at the club on a Saturday morning – don’t wait for a personal invitation – it is your club, feel free to
come down, participate in some routine maintenance type tasks and enjoy some social interaction
with fellow members.
If any members are on holidays from work, or simply want to contribute and help their club progress,
– simply turn up on a Wednesday or a Saturday morning or come down on the Friday night prior to
the mid month run day and join the crew. All help appreciated and will benefit your club.
Photo from 2014 AALS CONVENTION – BULLA HILL, TULLAMARINE

“Where did you say I should put the coal???”

*************************************************
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Stats from April Niana Run Day
2888 Edna May
1 trip 0 passengers

On Traffic – 10.40 Off Traffic – 11.10

G535
18 trips 378 passengers

On Traffic – 10.30 Off Traffic – 15.30

5158 (Black 5)
7 trips 92 passengers

On Traffic – 10.40 Off Traffic – 14.04

C1701 Comet Vale
6 trips 124 passengers

On Traffic – 10.50 Off Traffic - 12.48

Como
10 trips 234 passengers

On Traffic – 11.20 Off Traffic – 15.02

2000 Dependable
3 trips 76 passengers

On Traffic – 12.00 Off Traffic – 12.52

6 Denis P Moore
1 trip 0 passengers

On Traffic – 12.45 Off Traffic – 13.17

TOTAL

46 trains

904 passengers

Events:
NO FIRES
NO SPADS
2888 derailed Wilson 10.50, rerailed 10.53, thence into loop Bullfrog 10.55 to raise steam,
departed Bullfrog 11.08.
6 into loop Wilson 13.02, bypassed by 535 and 5158.
11.50 Niana Control computer failure, operated on Manual Control until 15.00 when
Computer Operation restored.
Overcast weather resulted in possibly lower patronage than might be expected.
Signed,
The Thin Controller David Edwards
(standing in for The Fat Controller Ric Edwards who was absent due to being unwell)

*************************************************
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Castledare Gallery – AALS Convention, Bulla Hill Railway
(Photographer: – P. Stuart)
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*************************************************
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AND ALONG CAME THE W CLASS
Amongst the “train buffs” or whatever, groups will debate as to what was the best steam locomotive to
operate in their country or the world. The latter bit is a very big “ask”. I would be prepared in another
article to put some thoughts forward on this subject. In Australia it does seem to boil down to State
preferences and so one is a little biased towards Western Australia.
The WAGR had a large number of steam locomotives in too many classes and rationalisation came
too late. There were attempts at rationalisation or standardisation with groups such as the K, N, O
classes followed by the D, E, F and the P, PR, PM, PMR. However 8 of this and 10 of that were
introduced in between until Commissioner Clarke arrived after the inglorious or great Fred Mills
(depending on which camp you supported) in the late of the 1940s.
There is no doubt that the classes mentioned were very good machines and did their work, nothing
sophisticated, just simple workhorses. Fred Mills introduced the PM and PMRs and he really is a
separate subject on his own. He actually proposed and work commenced on a stretched PM into a
4-8-2 wheel arrangement with a similar boiler of shortened tube length to accommodate modern
thinking of a combustion chamber. Readers can refer to “A History of WAGR Steam Locomotives” by
Adrian Gunzburg for extra details. The death of Mills in 1949 had him succeeded by Tom Marsland
but newly appointed Commissioner Clarke got involved and literally put his own stamp on the
locomotive and in April of 1951, ALONG CAME THE W CLASS!
The W was a nicely proportioned locomotive of clean lines with a different sound of its own, a harsh
rasping barking noise that had to be heard. There was no better place than to hear them double
heading on a grade such as National Park or down out of Collie and then in the forest en route to
Bridgetown. The Ws had the distinction of operating (not just trials) over all of the lines that were still
open by the WAGR in the early 1950s and even took over from the sharp curves and steep climb
specialists, the MSA Garratts. Before this happened, W901 got off to an inglorious start by being “litup” without water in the boiler!
The W had a few changes to what had been evolving WAGR practices. The introduction of the
combustion chamber and consequent shortened tube length was probably an Australian first. This
was to aid in the burning of Collie coal and gases. Collie coal was well known for its carrying of unburnt particles in the form of sparks out the “stack” and consequent trackside fires. The mighty NSW
C38s may well have benefitted from a chamber, as firemen would run them with the fire hole door
open to allow fresh air in over the fire bed to burn the gases produced. Generally, fresh air over the
fire has a cooling effect and is not a recommended practice.
Then there was the thermic siphon from the rear tube plate up into the crown of the firebox, also an
Australian first. It was American practice to even have these in multiple combinations with one or two
fitted within the very long combustion chambers of their huge boilers that required tube lengths to be
kept to practical lengths. The thermic singular siphons were removed from the W boilers at major
rebuilds or boiler renewal because they proved to be a drain on maintenance. The result did not seem
to affect the W performance and hopefully none of the preserved ones in use have them.
They were the first engines in Australia to have the combination lever “supported” or hung from a
swinging link. A short link then connected to a Cat Head (small crosshead thingo) mounted on the
valve spindle end to thus drive the piston valves back and forth. This method of drive removed the
heavy mass of the valve drive from “hanging” off the spindle end and thus reducing wear. This
continued to the V Class. The valve end covers from the Mills era that were large with the exhaust
steam passage went and the front end was much easier to handle when removed for valve
withdrawal. The front end-cover reverted to having a bushed spindle support/guide that took the
weight of the valves. This would help when drifting when steam was not present to help hold the
valves central.
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The W class introduced the WOTA NC (non chatter) cylinder by pass valves to Australia. The WAGR
had wrestled for its whole life on this area. Gunzburg devotes a whole page (143) in his book on this
subject about “snifting” and anti-vacuum. If anybody remembers riding in a suburban carriage directly
behind a D Class running backwards would recall the clang of the anti-vacuum valves seating on take
off and the clatter when commencing to drift. If the WOTA valves helped the W or not as free running
engine overall can be debated. The WAGR did add the WOTA porting to the patterns for replacement
cylinders of the P/PR and PM/PMR classes. WOTAs were not fitted and a blanking plate used, one
can see this on the left side of PR521 Ashburton at Bassendean.
There was no doubt as to the free-running ability of a W. The WAGR narrow gauge speeds were
quite conservative compared to some other countries with higher standards of track but the Ws took
their turn on passenger trains often to the great relish of the crews. They were rostered onto the
AUSTRALIND that was timed for the oil burning fleet footed U Class that was expensive to operate.
With only the original BTH speedometer fitted they worked up to 60mph and at the end of CTC
working down Wokalup way, the Station Master would run beside the track to pass up the staff. If the
crew had not slowed down enough in his judgment he would withdraw the staff, as the alternative was
to walk a fair way to find the one thrown overboard. Then, the erring crew would have to stop and
back up. One very hot December the 24th day with the rush South and home a W would take a double
consist and two firemen! When the X Class diesels took over they were said to have been more
expensive to run as they consumed so much lubricating oil. The WAGR had to adjust the timetable as
the X had recorders and keeping to 45mph was not good enough!
The W had 48inch diameter driving wheels and this figure multiplied by 1.5 gives an “indicative”
speed attainable of 72mph. One could use 450 to 500rpm also as a guide and this gives 64 to 72mph.
The quick downhill burst by the English “Mallard” was reached at 530rpm. Jack Stanbridge always
said that the Ws were thrashed and he was probably right! (A V Class with its slightly larger wheels
has been said to have touched 75mph).
The W crews must have been thankful to get away from the U Class at speed and take their seat in
the cab with a nice draught screen behind their backs. The U engine rode quite rough and the crew’s
courtesy of oil firing would “wind them up” and then go and stand back on the tender and “let the
engine thrash around by its self”. A contribution to the good riding characteristics was probably made
by not fitting roller bearings to the “mains” (coupled axles) thus giving more lateral float or freedom.
More likely is that the designers just happened to get the springing right!
The Ws continued a cantilevered cab footplate design that went back under the shoveling plate on the
tender. This meant that the fireman was not trying to shovel coal East to West with one leg moving
South and the other North and bouncing up and down at the same time. Our member Tom Donkin
was a “seasonal” (grain) driver / fireman sent to Lake Grace and worked Ws out of there and was no
doubt thankful for the cantilevered footplate. Summer firing was Newcastle sourced coal and winter
was from Collie. He would have become an expert on the “black” fire bed for Collie fuel where the bed
was built up to the fire hole opening. After getting rid of the initial rolling clouds of that yellowish brown
smoke the exhaust would become clear and was virtually smokeless for the trip. Some enginemen
never classed the Collie product as a fuel! Tom will also attest to the 48inch diameter wheels of the
ASG Garratts carting him along at 60mph plus. Tom also says that the Ws went beaut on Newcastle
coal and even better at summer – winter changeover with a mixture of Collie and Newcastle fuel.
Early in their life a number of trials were run. One such trial was with briquettes. Commissioner Clark
also tried to prove that the W should be capable of taking heavier loads than the PM – PMRs as they
could generate steam at a greater rate. The PM – PMRs had a few tons more adhesive weight and
this was enough to have the WAGR not alter the Working Timetables. The WAGR did attempt to use
W “fittings” on other locomotives and the FS, P to PMR appeared after overhaul so adorned. The old
FS looked quite smart with a new boiler with Ross pop safety valves, new crown mounting and side
mounted clack boxes etc. Clark had proposed a WG (G for Garratt) in the 4-8-4 formats complete with
mechanical stoker. However, the Union opposition to Fred Mills was so strong that they decreed “no
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more Garratts” and so it was left to South Australia and Queensland to operate virtually “double Ws”.
One could only surmise that the WGs may have been great machines but could have been overshadowed by the proposed mighty VG. One did take a look at a South Australian 400 Class at the
National Port Dock Museum with their thoughts of converting one to standard gauge as they had
been designed with this as a possibility, but the cost....!!!
Into the early 60s a W would still get a chance to bring a failed Kalgoorlie Express into Perth from
Northam, a little late and grubby, but a good spirited start from Midland getting into the early morning
suburban traffic and to keep ahead of the Westland following was nice to see. By the mid 60s,
withdrawals had commenced and “stowed” was the order of the day but they were not written off until
1971-72.
These easy to work on machines were only 20 years old when scrapped but they have survived at
Alice Springs, Pichi Richi (Quorn), Peterborough Steam Town and of course Hotham Valley. One of
the Quorn units masquerades as a Broken Hill Silverton Tramways loco complete with the Mills
skyline casing meant only for external main steam pipes. One does not like what Hotham have done
to the tenders to increase coal capacity. It is hardly likely that we would ever see a W at speed again
and that is a great pity! These wonderful versatile little machines had a go at everything offered and
did not complain! One could not ask for anything and fond memories are cherished.

W920 on the then STACEY LAMB SPECIAL train loading at Quairiding.
Thousands of “fat lambs” bound for Robbs Jetty. WAGR Photo late 1950s.

Les Smith

*************************************************
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Castledare’s first ‘Park and Ride’!
This stolen car was driven from Wilson Park, straddling the track, and then dumped just before Little
Stone Bridge………………..

Photo courtesy of Russell Gorton (Wilson Wetlands Action Group)

*************************************************

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

Changed your email address, or home address? If so please do not forget to notify the editor. This will ensure
that you always receive your Cinders and Soot email notification, or ‘snail mail’ copy.
th

If you wish to submit an article for inclusion in Cinders and Soot, please note that the closing date is the 15 of
each month. The format should be; Word, Arial font size 10, photographs less than 1MB (.jpg).
Please send your contributions to Trish Stuart at the email address on the page 2.

Articles wanted for 2014, please think about contributing and sharing your stories with
your fellow members and help make this magazine interesting as well as informative!!

*************************************************
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Invites you to a Private Inter-Club Run
On Saturday, September 13, 2014
Vasto Place, Balcatta
10am ‘til late.
This inter-club fun run will cater for

7¼ and 5in locos on the ground level track and 5, 3½ and 2½in locos on a
raised track
There will also be facilities for traction and road engines
It is regretted that ride-in locos are not permitted as our narrow clearances and
tight curves (minimum radius 17 metres) may not suit larger locos.
Visitors are also requested to bring no more than one or two carriages, due to
our limited facilities.
Steam locos must be accompanied by a current AMBSC boiler certificate.
Coal, char, oil and fuel will be supplied.
Lunch and BBQ dinner provided at no charge.
Soft drinks will be available with free tea and coffee throughout the day.
Registration required by September 8 (please see separate registration form)
Website: www.ndmes.net

Sponsors of CMR
Di Candilo (08) 9279 7244

Applied Fire Technology (08) 9478 3362

Rheem Australia (08) 9351 4293

Dingo Australia (08) 9311 9811

Fireless Fire Services (08)9371 6913
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